
Questions
1. How long are blackbirds? Tick one. 
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2. Draw three lines to match each bird to the description of their egg.

robin
bluish green eggs, spotted 

with brown

wren
white with sandy or 

red freckles

blackbird
white with 

brown speckles
 

��� Name two habitats that blackbirds can be found in.

•  

•  

4. Fill in the missing words from this sentence: 

#8BC?8�HF8�A8GF�<A�G;8<E�:4E78AF�GB�FGBC�5<E7F�:8Š<A:�GB�G;8<E�                          , but birds can 

become                           �<A�G;8@���9�A8GF�4E8�A88787
�<G�<F�58FG�GB�HF8�ŜA8�@8F;�A8GF�@478 

of                           .

5. Find and copy a phrase from the text that shows that nightingales do not live permanently 
within the UK. 
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��� Why do you think that robins can become so tame that they feed out of people’s hands? 

  

 

 

��� Why do you think that nightingales are described as a ‘special summer visitor’? 

  

 

 

���  Why has the author included a glossary? Choose one other word to include and write a 
definition for it. 
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Answers
1. How long are blackbirds? Tick one. 
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2. Draw three lines to match each bird to the description of their egg.

robin
bluish green eggs, spotted 

with brown

wren
white with sandy or 

red freckles

blackbird
white with 

brown speckles
 

��� Name two habitats that blackbirds can be found in. 
�668CG�4AL�GJB�B9�G;8�9B??BJ<A:�Ŝ8?7F��:4E78AF��GBJAF��6<G<8F��6BHAGELF<78�

4. Fill in the missing words from this sentence: 
#8BC?8�HF8�A8GF�<A�G;8<E�:4E78AF�GB�FGBC�5<E7F�:8Š<A:�GB�G;8<E�vegetables, but birds can 
become tangled�<A�G;8@���9�A8GF�4E8�A88787
�<G�<F�58FG�GB�HF8�ŜA8�@8F;�A8GF�@478�B9�natural 
materials.

5. Find and copy a phrase from the text that shows that nightingales do not live permanently 
within the UK. 
(they are) not always resident (in the UK)

��� &H@@4E<F8�G;8�<A9BE@4G<BA�45BHG�A<:;G<A:4?8F�<A����JBE7F�BE�?8FF� 
Pupils’ own responses, such as: Nightingales are special summer visitors to southern 
England that are secretive and hard to spot but their loud, fast song can be heard day 
and night.

��� Why do you think that robins can become so tame that they feed out of people’s hands? 
Pupils’ own responses, such as: Because robins live in areas such as towns and cities, 
they are used to humans being around and, if humans feed them regularly, they will 
begin to trust them enough to feed directly out of their hands.
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8. Why do you think that nightingales are described as a ‘special summer visitor’? 
Pupils’ own responses, such as: Nightingales visit the UK during the summer months 
and people think they are special because of their beautiful and rare song.

9. Why has the author included a glossary? Choose one other word to include and write a 
78ŜA<G<BA�9BE�<G� 
Pupils’ own responses, such as: The author has included a glossary to explain the 
meanings of some of the more tricky words.  
A4GHE4?�!BG�@478�5L�;H@4AF��9EB@�A4GHE8�
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